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The third quarter saw impressive growth in the U.S. stock markets with the S&P 500 up 

7.7%. This was its best quarterly gain since Q4 2013 and was primarily fueled by surging 

corporate profits, GDP growth of 4.2% annualized in the second quarter, robust           

manufacturing activity and strong consumer and business confidence. Small business 

confidence reached its highest level since 1973, the purchasing manager’s index hit a 14 

year high in August and consumer confidence hit an 18 year high. 

We also saw a lot of stories in the third quarter about the 10 year anniversary of the      

financial crisis which ushered in the worst recession since the Great Depression and a 

stock market sell-off of nearly 40%.   

We have been asked some great questions by many of you over the last few months, so I 

thought those questions, and our answers to them, would shed light on our current      

perspective and portfolio positioning: 

When is the next recession and what are you doing to protect your  

portfolio from it? 

First and most importantly, accurately predicting the exact beginning of a recession is a 

fool’s game and having too much confidence in the accuracy of our estimate could cause 

great harm to your portfolio. Economic expansions don’t die of old age, they are usually 

caused by a deterioration of economic and fiscal fundamentals followed by a sharp        

decrease in consumer and business confidence and corporate earnings. The personal and 

corporate income tax cuts which have occurred during a period of still historically         

low-interest rates are a strong tailwind which continues to power through the headwinds 

of tariffs, trade wars, and political uncertainty. We view the most likely scenario being    



 

another 2 to 4 years of expansion followed by a slowdown which will lead to some             

combination of tax increases and government spending reductions. In the long run,             

increasing deficits and the growth in entitlement programs are the biggest enemies of   

sustained economic growth, but the current political climate does not make it seem very 

likely that a grand compromise will be struck anytime soon to deal with these very        

significant long-term threats. Our allocation strategy will continue to be slowly and     

gradually preparing portfolios to weather a recession by reducing the focus on growth in 

favor of dividends and income. 

 

Is there a stock market bubble about to burst? 

The current price to earnings ratio for the S&P 500 is about 22 and the average for the 

past 40 years has been about 20. The key factor which must be added when considering 

valuations is the relative attractiveness of alternatives to stocks. The 10 year treasury 

yield just recently crept over 3% and its average over the past 40 years has been over 6%. 

Put simply, stocks have and should continue to demand a premium as long as bond      

returns stink. In addition, this year has seen a dramatic increase in average corporate 

earnings of over 25% but the stock market is only up 11%. 

 

Why are you increasing the allocation to foreign stocks when U.S. stocks 
have performed so much better over the last few years? 

Although we don’t see a market bubble here in the U.S., stocks are by no means cheap. 

The economic recovery in the developed markets outside the U.S. has been very sluggish 

but the current valuations are about 50% cheaper on a fundamental basis. We think there 

is value in beginning to tiptoe back into foreign stocks after having an allocation of less 

than 10% in most portfolios for the last 8 years. In the words of the great hockey player  
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Wayne Gretzky “Skate to where the puck is going not where it is”. We will continue to    

patiently look for opportunities to increase our allocation to foreign stocks, but gradually 

and with managers who have global flexibility in their allocation. 

Will the midterm elections drive mayhem in the markets?  

We have enclosed a September commentary from LPL discussing the potential impacts on 

the market and I encourage you to read it; I think many of you will find their conclusions       

surprising.     

 

Does the new tax law present any opportunities? 

Due to the higher standard deduction of $12,000 single and $24,000 joint and the overall 

reduction in the tax rates, many of you might find that you are over withholding for 2018. 

Please keep in mind that there are other factors to consider, like the deductibility          

limitation of $10,000 for state and local taxes. If you have not discussed this issue with 

your tax preparer this year, we encourage you to do so. The increased standard deduction 

may reduce the tax benefits of charitable deductions for you. If you donate considerable 

amounts to charity each year, we encourage you to consider the possible benefits of 

grouping your gifts into every other calendar year. Donor advised funds (DAFs) are also a 

cost effective way to make sizeable donations to a charitable fund now, but control the 

timing of the gifts from the fund to your favorite charities in the future.  

If  you are over 70.5 and subject to required minimum distributions (RMDs) from your 

IRA, consider sending the RMD directly from your IRA to your favorite charity (up to 

$100,000 annually) through a qualified charitable distribution (QCD) QCD’s reduce your 

taxable income directly and are not subject to the standard deduction limitations.      

Please contact us if you would like to discuss further.  
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For all of you snowbirds who will be heading South or West soon (I don’t think any of you 

head North but I may be mistaken!), please contact Kelly here in the office to schedule a 

review if we have not had a visit with you this year. Thank you for your continued       

confidence in and support of the crew here at Golden Pond; it is a pleasure and privilege 

to be of service to your families and institutions. 

Sincerely, 

Brian Bernatchez, CFP® 

Managing Director 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The market for all securities is subject to fluctuation such that 
upon sale an  investor may lose principal. The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are 

not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual.  
Securities and Advisory Services offered through LPL Financial.  

A Registered Investment Advisor Member FINRA/SIPC 
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